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Introduction
CAMDO commissioned this research during the spring of 2010 in order to assess the book publishing
and distribution environment as it applies to CAMDO members. The primary mandate was to provide
constructive observations and recommendations that could assist members in their publishing and
distribution processes in the future. It was felt that the expertise of a consultant engaged in the Canadian
trade publishing industry and with many years of industry-association experience could identify specific
approaches to enhance the marketing and distribution of both new and backlist titles in members’
publishing programs.
A work plan was developed and all members were surveyed initially. Approximately one third of
members responded. Their answers helped determine the focus of subsequent direct interviews.
Based on budget restrictions, it was determined that the consultant would visit six members on site in
Vancouver and Calgary and meet with members at the CAMDO AGM in Quebec City, April 26-27. In
addition, input was collected from members through a series of pre-arranged telephone interviews.
This final report was delivered at the end of June 2010.

Executive Overview
Many CAMDO members are dissatisfied with the current limited distribution of titles beyond their own
institutions and are interested in finding ways to make their publications more widely available.
Few members currently participate in a program that will ensure their bibliographic information gets into
the digital supply chain. Most are significantly disconnected from the current procedures that trade and
academic publishers use to announce and maintain the availability status of their publications. In the
earliest interviews and indirectly through survey answers it became apparent that heightened awareness
of the important role that quality bibliographic data play in international book distribution would be an
important element in this project and would yield positive results. It was also noted that a distributor
widely used by members did not offer this service and had shown no initiative to do so.
To that end a brief report on bibliographic data was prepared (see Appendix A) to give art museum and
public gallery management personnel an executive-level understanding of this important subject. The
report also served as a discussion piece during a progress report session in Quebec City.
A second key area of concern to many members is how to create broader awareness and demand for
their publications. CAMDO members share a common need to go beyond individual website
presentations and establish an economically practical and more accessible Internet presence for
published materials. To that end, this report discusses three specific options for CAMDO members to
consider. It also provides an update on the current status of Canadian Bookshelf, a project initiated by
the Association of Canadian Publishers (ACP) and strongly supported by the Department of Canadian
Heritage (DCH). Craig Riggs, the project leader, has provided an overview included in Appendix B.
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Most members expressed frustration with their distribution arrangements. Many are unsatisfied with
services that insist on exclusive distribution control and are anxious to find a solution that minimizes the
administrative demands on their own personnel while also allowing them to recover costs or earn a
modest financial return from the publishing process.
The majority of those interviewed are realistic about the limited and widely dispersed demand for
backlist exhibition catalogues and books, but would like to find ways to make order-taking and fulfillment
more standardized and efficient. To this end, some steps members may take toward achieving this goal
are recommended.
The study has also taken into consideration the fact that the vast majority of CAMDO member
publications are exhibition catalogues and that interest in these publications outside of the context of the
exhibition is often limited. However, unlike trade and academic publications, the perceived value of these
publications beyond the gallery setting cannot be measured by sales revenue alone. The catalogues
published by CAMDO members play an ongoing role in defining the persona of each institution and
substantiating its legacy as a contributor to the Canadian cultural world. Publications are an integral part
of gallery programs and reflect a gallery's professionalism, scholarship and curatorial direction. As one
member candidly stated, “My catalogues are my calling card.”
Members find their publications to be very useful in establishing areas of common interest and potential
collaboration and exchange with other institutions in Canada and abroad. Many members have
acknowledged that with recent budget cuts, collaboration on exhibit development among galleries has
become increasingly important. Hence, broader and more consistent exchange of publications between
CAMDO members and other institutions can play an important role in forming new alliances, which can
in turn lead in to further collaboration and co-publication.
It was observed that CAMDO members realize that economies of scale become possible when they
joint venture, or co-publish, whether with co-exhibitors or, in some circumstances, Canadian trade
publishers. It is a reality in all traditional hard-copy publishing that the more units one prints, the lower the
unit cost is. The idea of larger print runs blended with higher unit sales lies at the core of successful
publishing. The report makes recommendations to address this challenge.
Finally, the survey and comments from different interviews raised a number of other topics. These are
addressed with comments in the Miscellany section and may apply to some CAMDO members more
than others. In addition, although it is a fast-changing landscape, this section includes brief comments on
the world of digital publishing and where new technologies and processes might play a role in art
museum and public gallery publishing.

The Three Key Steps to Distributing Publications
and Reaching Wider Audiences
A.

Delivering Quality Bibliographic Data

A key finding of the survey and interview process was that the vast majority of CAMDO members do
not have a distribution relationship or the know-how, in-house, to implement a system for getting
electronic information into the book trade mainstream. There is a plethora of book wholesaler and
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retailer databases out there, and a variety of international services wanting to participate in the art
museum/public gallery supply-chain, but optimum data transfer will not happen without regular delivery
of current bibliographic data files. In Canada, data system providers like BookManager and BookNet
Canada need consistent, high-quality data to transmit to their retailer customers. Online retailers like
Chapters-Indigo and Amazon can make publications available internationally only if their standards of
regular delivery of quality bibliographic data are met. Equally important is the parallel delivery of
inventory status for individual titles after they are entered into the system. It is in the interest of all
publishers, large and small, specialized and mass-market, to participate in the industry-standard supplychain process.
There are three options for CAMDO members:
1) Some members may be able to administer bibliographic data entry in-house, interfacing directly
with BookNet Canada and developing an understanding of the role of data aggregators such
as the US-based Bowker (at www.bowker.com: “the world’s leading provider of bibliographic
information-management solutions designed to help publishers, booksellers, and libraries better
serve their customers”). This option may appeal to members who have interns or staff with the
time and skill sets to maintain files and build relationships with data services like BookNet. The
keys to this option are rigour in preparing data, consistency in delivering it with the frequency
required by the data services, and persistence in correcting and updating the data after initial
submission.
2) A more attractive approach may be for CAMDO to develop and operate a common service
for all members, building internal expertise accessible to members on a cost-sharing basis. Such
a program would involve a setup phase in which members would identify titles (current and
selected backlist) for inclusion in a common database, deliver data on those titles to CAMDO,
work with CAMDO personnel to perfect the data, after which the data would be converted by
CAMDO from standard spreadsheet (.xls) format into data-ready format (ONIX) and
delivered to the key supply-chain data services (BookNet Canada, Bowkers, etc.). CAMDO
would subsequently be responsible for working with members to maintain and update the data,
prepare data for new titles as they are released, etc. The viability of this option would need to
be carefully studied. A one-time consultancy could assess costs, set up systems for members
and train the needed staff. An initial step would be to survey members to determine the
number of participants and the number of current and backlist titles to start with, and to project
the anticipated stream of new titles to be added each year. Key to this option would be the
creation of a simple business plan to guide the process.
3) A third option would be to tender the bibliographic data out to an existing publisher or
distributor already working in the book trade supply-chain. CAMDO would need to survey its
members to assess the number of participants and titles to be handled, solicit potential
companies, and work with the chosen company to refine a process for members to submit data.
The contracted publisher or distributor would be responsible for receiving data from members,
working with them to complete and correct the data, then delivering the data to the key supplychain data services and/or other distribution services, retailers or institutions chosen by
individual members. Key to this option would be assessing whether or not such a service could
be cost-effective for a private company to both set up and sustain over the long term. It is
important to note that this would not be a sales order and fulfillment service. Sales and
fulfillment would still be handled by the individual members or their distributors. One advantage
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of this option is that once implemented, the system could be transferred to CAMDO for inhouse operation if this proved preferable.
There are many good reasons for building a common bibliographic database and feeding the data
collectively into the book trade supply chain. It will not only bring art museum and public gallery
publications into the book trade mainstream, greatly increasing availability, but such a database would
become a very valuable tool for enhanced online marketing of CAMDO members' publications.

B.

Broadening the Website Presence

A brief survey of member websites (see Appendix D) showed a wide range of approaches to making
website visitors aware of gallery publications. Most often, if the institution had a gift shop, consumers
were directed there. Other listings directed interested parties to a distributor (most often ABC Art
Books Canada). Only a few had their own shopping-cart feature. The single conclusion of this brief
survey is that virtually all members would benefit from the creation of a coordinated website, ideally as a
component of the existing CAMDO website. This could be done in concert with the building of
bibliographic records as described above. The following observations may be useful:
a) The Distributed Art Publishers (D.A.P.) website (www.artbook.com) should be studied and
considered as a model for an enhanced CAMDO website. An ideal marketing component of
the site would be forthcoming titles, recent releases, and active backlist from participating
publishers. Search features should be included to access titles by publisher, artist, category, and
possibly distributor. Ideally, the site would include a shopping-cart feature, although the issue of
order fulfillment is challenging and would need further study. Responsibility for order fulfillment
might have to remain with individual galleries or their distributors unless there were to be a
central fulfillment centre, a project of more substantial proportions than can be properly
considered here
b) A potential operational model is very briefly outlined in Appendix E. Options include creating
both hard-copy and virtual catalogues.
Further to this, it is recommended that CAMDO members take a close look at the potential of the
Canadian Bookshelf Project, which is preparing to launch a national website that has the ambitious goal
of ultimately including all professionally published titles by Canadian authors. The architecture of the site
is very sophisticated, and project leader Craig Riggs has offered to be available to CAMDO and its
members to clarify the process and the ideal timing for publisher participation. To participate, publishers
must deliver quality bibliographic data to the BookNet Canada pipeline, known as BiblioShare, for all
active titles (see Appendix B). This is not a substitute for the bibliographic data functions discussed
above, but would be an extension of them and another process that could be usefully managed through
CAMDO.

C.

Finding an Order-Processing and Order-Fulfillment Solution

Distribution and its two key components, invoicing and order fulfillment, are possibly the single biggest
challenge to CAMDO member publishers. The refinement of bibliographic data and the creation of a
collective marketing strategy are stimulants to create demand for publications beyond the gallery-
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museum walls. However, the most dissatisfaction and frustration among members related to the status
quo of distribution and, in particular, the restrictions of current exclusive agreements.
Given current technologies and changes in the publishing environment, the nature of member
publishing programs is not conducive to entering into exclusive distribution agreements. Today, few
distributors can reach into all markets equally well. Non-exclusive contracts with distributors, by region or
speciality, are becoming more common and do not impinge on co-publication arrangements or a
publisher's own sales and distribution efforts. This is not to say that exclusive services cannot work fine
for managers who do not wish to devote internal time to the marketing, selling and fulfillment processes.
However, the limitations of the website of the most widely used distributor are noted below in the final
section of this report (see Miscellany, Section E). Other alternatives may be possible and merit
exploration. It is recommended that CAMDO work on behalf of its members to find distributor and/or
order-fulfillment alternatives that would not inhibit institutions from collaborating on publications
because of exclusive distribution arrangements, alternatives that would, instead, encourage the
publisher's own efforts, possibly customized for specific titles.
Given the proximity of the CAMDO offices in Ontario, the services of Jaguar Book Group, a division of
Fraser Direct Distribution Services in Georgetown, Ontario could be considered. There are too many
variables to assess the feasibility of this option here, but the company has a good reputation and serves
many trade publishers. The pivotal issue would be whether centralized warehousing, invoicing, and
fulfillment for a large group of regionally dispersed galleries would be economically feasible when the
majority of materials would have to be shipped from long distances.
Another obstacle to using commercial fulfillment services is limited sales. For the most part, titles
produced by CAMDO members have small, though loyal, audiences and for this reason they suffer
some of the same distribution problems faced by many literary publishers in Canada. Their answer was
to form the Literary Press Group (LPG), a non-profit marketing and distribution service. LPG addressed
the fulfillment issue by forming LitDisCo, a distribution collective that provides fee-for-service
bibliographic data processing (feeding data supplied by publisher to Booknet Canada's BiblioShare) and
order fulfillment (through Fraser Direct in Georgetown ON). Unfortunately, based on what is known
about CAMDO members' publishing budgeting and sales volume, this is unlikely to be a cost effective
solution for most CAMDO members. However, LPG does have a national sales force that sells directly
to the trade, and if it had a catalogue of publications by CAMDO members to work with, it might be an
option for sales representation. There are also other sales representation options, for example, Kate
Walker & Associates represents D.A.P. across Canada, and they might also be interested in representing
CAMDO member publications if they had a well-designed catalogue to work with.
In conclusion, distribution is very challenging, made more so by the rapidly evolving publishing
environment. There is no simple one-size-fits-all solution. That said, many members who were
interviewed saw no problem in doing order fulfillment from their own home base. In fact, this is likely to
be the most cost-effective solution for many members, as it minimizes the shipping costs of getting
books to and from warehouses.
Fulfillment from a variety of sources is also likely workable, including a combination of distributors and by
members themselves. The key to success in fulfillment is responsiveness: CAMDO members will need
to commit to a 48-hour response time. The reliability of fulfillment will be supported if a system can be
developed to centralize invoicing and bibliographic data flow. If CAMDO follows through with a new
project based on this report, further investigation of invoicing options will be required.
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Some Observations on the Benefits of Collaboration
and Other Content Issues
The brief document prepared by the Canada Council for the Arts that appears in Appendix F notes that
there has been a trend toward more co-publications of exhibition catalogues and books among the art
museums and public galleries that Canada Council supports. The realities of budget cuts and resulting
cutbacks to arts funding in recent years mean that shared exhibitions and co-publication of related
catalogues grow more common every year. Interestingly, there are still very few members who have
worked with Canadian trade publishers to produce publications that might have a broader market.
On this point, a few CAMDO members, like the Vancouver Art Gallery, have extensive experience
working with home-town publishers to build a very successful commercial market and offset production
costs. Whereas some curators might see this as possibly compromising their catalogue standards or
scholarly and artistic goals, one can argue that a very real purpose of all publicly funded institutions is to
broaden awareness. In line with that objective, creating art-related publications that appeal to broader
audiences seems a realistic ambition. At the CAMDO meeting in Quebec City, it was noted that a
broader conversation about such issues and the overall approach to art publications would be useful to
the members and CAMDO is encouraged to develop that conversation.
For the time being, more relevant to CAMDO members are the timing and scope of catalogue
production for planned exhibitions. Travelling exhibitions, for example, present particular challenges; the
logistics of a co-produced exhibition may complicate catalogue production in terms of who contributes
what, timelines, etc. But whether one is the originator or a participant in the show's circuit, one thing is
certain: the more units printed, the lower the per-unit cost, and the more partners there are, the wider
distribution will be.
However, as noted above, distribution conflicts can stymie the realization of economies of scale that
should be possible by co-publication. If one partner has exclusive distribution arrangements, those may
restrict the marketing and distribution efforts of other exhibition partners.
Another challenge unique to exhibition catalogue and art book publishing is their conjunction with
exhibitions. One curator explained that they could not complete a catalogue until a show was hung in
order to be able to include images of the installation—the work as it appears in the actual gallery space.
This creates unique pressures in the design and production process.
Yet another challenge is the creation of digital publications that are adaptable to multiple devices such
as computers, netbooks, e-book readers, mobile phones, etc. Certainly with the advance of technology
one can see merit in developing, as some members have, multimedia digital documents. Members are
exploring the use of Portable Document Format (PDF) and online website formats (HTML, Flash, etc.)
to bring their publications, or portions of them, to wider audiences. Certainly new technology (or new
media) is impacting the whole world of exhibition catalogue and art book publishing and there is much
potential yet to be realized.
Digital publications may be an answer to two of the above challenges: for example, it is possible to
imagine a digital catalogue for a travelling exhibition that would be a dynamic and readily changeable
document that evolves as the exhibition moves from location to location.
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This is not to suggest that the hard-copy, printed publication is obsolete or will be abandoned, but to
point out that ideas about book content, design, and purpose are changing. At the Quebec City
CAMDO meeting there was some discussion about audience development: the need to connect with
and attract wider and more diverse audiences. It is to be expected that CAMDO members will continue
to explore these matters and that discussion should include how exhibitions are documented both in
electronic and print forms.
Finally, some of those interviewed acknowledged that an exhibition and its catalogue are inseparable, the
whole being greater than the sum of the parts. This observation suggests other questions that are
beyond the scope of this study to more than pose: Is the value of a catalogue diminished after the
exhibition it refers to has ended? Should pricing be flexible, changing between the time of the exhibition
and after, and perhaps even later depending on interest in the artist's work? More generally, how do the
highly variable conditions of the environment that surrounds artists and their work, including scholarly
and academic interest, public attention or popularity, the specialized interest of dealers and collectors,
etc. affect determination of press runs, formats, marketing and distribution efforts, etc?

Miscellany
a) The digital world and ebooks in the future – It has been estimated that by mid-2011 there
will be 100 different e-book reading devices in the marketplace, some priced as low as $99. If
history repeats itself, and it usually does, 90% of those devices will be obsolete within five years.
As curators venture into the digital publication world, they need to use formats that are
platform and device independent. They need to be able to move into this terrain, to
experiment, understanding that they may not succeed and may have to revise their approach as
they go. There needs to be an understanding that not all genres of publications are successful
or viable in the currently available formats. At the same time, there are some obvious choices
proven to work reasonably well for many kinds of publications including art magazines and
art/design books: for example, it is very economical to create PDF-version e-books. Where and
how such formats migrate to and are used—possibly in whole or part in academic course
packs—is of course a concern. The issues of proprietary content, licensing and rights protection
all need to be carefully considered but, one hopes, will not be insurmountable obstacles to the
development of increasingly accessible formats that so clearly serve artists, institutions and
audiences.
b) E-catalogues of books as a viable marketing alternative – Some of the largest trade
publishers in North America are abandoning hard-copy sales catalogues of their books in favour
of electronic files that can be more easily sent via email to sales staff and customers. While this
is a trend that will continue to grow, and should be used to a full extent, the convenience and
familiarity of hard-copy, printed catalogues ensures that they will be around for a while yet.
c) New York Art Book Fair – Artists, critics, curators and other fans of the printed art book from
across the US, Canada and the world attend this annual show sponsored by Printed Matter, Inc.
The next show will be held in Queens, NY, November 5-7, 2010. Exhibitors are subject to a
selection process and in past years have include Quebec-based Reseau Artactuel and artist-run
centres with special publishing programs as well as some CAMDO members. The CAMDO
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board may wish to consider applying for a booth at the Fair on behalf of its members. This
seems an ideal venue to expand awareness of member publications.
d) Print-on-Demand (POD) – Much of the POD world appeals to individuals who want to selfpublish their own book, but there are two services available in the US that CAMDO members
should be aware of and one Canadian option that could provide insight into the costs and
benefits and limitations of the service. Lightning Source Source [www.lightningsource.com] is
the industry leader in POD services to publishers, and Amazon’s Createspace
[www.createspace.com/Products/Index.jsp] is an equally relevant site for keeping aware of the
actual use of POD technology to market books. In Canada, Printorium Bookworks
[www.printoriumbookworks.islandblue.com] is a reliable source of information on POD options
and pricing but is technically not a print-on-demand service. Rather it offers "short run" services,
using digital rather than offset printing.
e) Existing distribution arrangements – While a few CAMDO members have distinctive
distribution arrangements and co-publishing histories with both Canadian and international
partners, the primary provider, with 35 institutional clients (including 22 CAMDO members), is
ABC Art Books Canada. A review of their website [www.abcartbookscanada.com] earlier this
spring and again in June 2010 yields the following observations. The site is recently somewhat
improved and now features a Summer/Fall online catalogue with 22 new and forthcoming
editions recently announced and two titles previously announced. In addition, there is a cluster
of eight titles described without cover art. Content in this section is inconsistent with another
“new releases” link that features 16 titles and has a link to “previously announced,” which features
minimal information on 12 titles.
There are no publication dates on any titles, and an order form lists only the 24 editions in the
new catalogue that have cover illustrations. There is no reference in this section of the site to
any backlist nor is there any apparent way to order such. Most unusual is the dual pricing that
shows U.S. prices set 10-25% higher than Canadian prices. In one case, a soft cover edition of a
title jumps from $28 to $35 (or 25%) and a hardcover edition jumps from $38 to $50 (32%).
Pricing in Euros has the same inconsistencies.
To find backlist titles, there is a search option that lets one search by category, artist, or
publisher. The publisher lists include both backlist and forthcoming titles, but the use of cover
images is inconsistent. There is a means of ordering here, but the buyer must insert by hand all
details including ISBN, title, and price. This is extremely awkward and would deter potential
buyers from proceeding. Overall this site rates relatively low by today’s standards.
Member comments on the distributor suggested wide frustration with the rigidity of exclusive
distribution, high returns, and the lack of reporting detail. While most private company
distributors consider their customer list proprietary, it is also common to deliver monthly sales
and inventory status reports, and to mutually agree on pay periods that are practical for both
publisher and distributor consistent with marketplace practices. It is perhaps worth noting that
order fulfillment services like Fraser Direct, while not inexpensive where sales volume is low,
provide automated, online daily, weekly or monthly reports that detail inventory and sales by
both title and purchaser.
By contrast to ABC Art Books Canada, Distributed Art Publishers, Inc. (D.A.P.), the foremost
art book distributor in the US, has an outstanding website. [www.artbook.com] Only one
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CAMDO member is currently listed as a D.A.P. affiliate. D.A.P. uses Kate Walker &
Associates, a widely respected sales group, as its representative in Canada. The main deterrent
here is that D.A.P. accepts only certain publications for distribution, those it judges will do well
in the marketplace. This can leave a publisher-gallery in a difficult position; one book may be
accepted by D.A.P., but the rest will be left without distribution. If the gallery has an exclusive
distribution agreement in place, it will not be in a position to allow D.A.P. to "cherry pick" from
among its titles.
f) Terms of distribution – Responses from some survey contributors indicated limited
knowledge of the standard terms of distribution agreements. An excellent detailed report on
the subject was released by DCH [Book Distribution in Canada's English Language Market,
see pp 46-47 and 53-54 in particular] which, while not articulating specific contractual terms,
may help some CAMDO members better understand the uniqueness of book distribution
compared to other products in a commercial environment, and that the challenges they face are
not unique to them but are shared by all Canadian publishers.
In the past decade there has been a shift away from distribution agreements with a classic 6065% discount on retail price for distributors to an arrangement whereby the distributor retains a
percentage of all net revenues. Typically in the US rates go as low as 26% with various add-ons
related to a surcharge for inventory levels, returns processing charges, and direct labour charges
for special handling issues. In Canada the norm is 29-35%, with potential surcharges added on.
The reality is that book distribution has historically been a fragile business with narrow margins,
further complicated today by pressure from retailers for higher discounts, free shipping, and
generous payment terms.
g) The Quebec experiment – A new online bookstore and distribution centre for art books and
exhibition catalogues has been developed in Quebec. The "Librairie d'art actuel" ("Art Now
Bookstore") is part of the Réseau art actuel website operated by the RCAAQ (le
Regroupement des centres d'artistes autogérés du Quebec). It currently lists titles published by
the artist-run centres in Quebec on the website, and also stocks and fulfills orders for those
titles. It has expressed interest in expanding its service to include English-language publications
originating outside Quebec. It cannot, however, provide sales representation outside Quebec,
nor is its present focus to supply books wholesale to retailers, libraries, etc. Nevertheless, it may
be worth exploring further the possibility of affiliation or collaboration with this service.
h) Printed and electronic promotion of new publications– While Canadian Art magazine
carries extensive reviews of exhibitions, there is limited coverage of publications produced by
Canadian art museums and public galleries in its Readings section. Given the number of
publications produced each year by CAMDO members (over 200), there is ample room for
improvement. Likewise, Border Crossings and C Magazine pay little attention to publications. It
is worth considering what kind of incentive might be created for these publications to place
more emphasis on Canadian book reviews.
i)

Workshops – One of the challenges to answering the desire of members to achieve a
common standard of bibliographic data for their publications is implementation: developing
"industry standard" knowledge and skills among CAMDO members and their staff. A webinar
“best practices” workshop would be a sound first step towards assuring quality data production.
Also, the creation of a manual of specific guidelines and operating procedures aimed at setting
common standards for all joint activities would be useful.
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j)

International distribution – Dealings with distributors overseas are hampered by the fact
that the cost of shipping books abroad before they are sold usually outweighs the return.
Limited sales volume discourages overseas distributors from taking on North American
publishers as clients. Many trade publishers are finding it harder and harder to justify the effort
to reach overseas markets. On the other hand, the growth of online sales is making the world a
smaller place. Either by establishing its own service or working with an existing service,
CAMDO can help members make their books accessible for purchase worldwide.

k) The Exchange Program – Although interviewed members seemed to appreciate the
exchange of publications among CAMDO members, it appeared that efforts were sporadic
and that with budget cutbacks, the cost of distribution is now a factor. With a more formalized
flow of new-title information, CAMDO could announce new publications to all members; those
who wish to receive specific titles would indicate such rather than doing blanket exchanges.
CAMDO could start and maintain a master library of all publications.
l)

Review copies – Likewise, building a database of potential book reviewers, both traditional and
online, to receive electronic news releases and information on how to request review copies is
an efficient way to participate in this publicity/media marketing area.

m) Affiliations – The Association of Book Publishers of British Columbia's project, BC Books for
BC Schools, and its more recent project, Canadian Aboriginal Books for Schools, are excellent
examples of how good ideas can grow, attracting participants and creating critical mass: the
first catalogue of Aboriginal books involved only western publishers; in the latest, more than half
of participating publishers are eastern, from Manitoba to Newfoundland. Were CAMDO to
develop a strong bibliographic database and regularly produce a combined electronic/print
catalogue of new and backlist titles, it is likely to attract the attention and interest of the
museum community generally; the Canadian Museum Association could then be a potential
partner to promote the service to its members.
Similarly, the artist-run centres in Canada also publish a significant number of exhibition
catalogues and art books and most likely experience the same challenges to distribution,
marketing, invoicing, and order fulfillment as CAMDO members. An affiliation with them
through their representative association, ARCA (Artist-Run Centres and Collectives
Conference), could be mutually productive.
n) Keeping informed about a changing landscape – CAMDO members need to keep up to
date about the publications field. Publications are an essential part of their programs, with
extensive budget commitments, and therefore warrant consistent attention. CAMDO could
help its members with this by joining the Association of Canadian Publishers as a “supporting
member.” It would thereby have access to the ACP’s excellent e-books collective program,
which includes very good professional development seminars and updates on all things digital in
the publishing industry. This information could then be relayed on to CAMDO members on a
regular basis.
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Concluding Remarks
In the past five government fiscal years, institutions supported by the Visual Arts Section of Canada
Council have reported an average of 275 publications per year. Over 20% are attributed to university
galleries and another 10% to the National Gallery and major regional galleries with budgets in excess of
$5-million. Over 45% come from institutions with budgets below $1-million and 25% from the mid-size
grant recipients. Allowing a 20% overlap for co-publications, this still represents a substantial publishing
investment.
It is reasonable to estimate CAMDO members directly invest $1.5 to 2-million per year in printing and
an equal amount in design time and management. And yet, based on interviews with CAMDO
members, only limited portions of publishing budgets have been allocated to marketing and distribution.
In many instances old inventory continues to take up space in overstuffed storerooms.
A first step for many CAMDO members is to be realistic about current inventories and do what trade
publishers do: pulp excess stock. For any titles more than five years old, sales history should provide an
indicator of how many copies should be retained to meet long-term future demand.
Secondly, there is a need to realistically assess and select, and promote titles that have true potential
demand if they were made known to the world. For example, it may be worth considering production of
a 32-page book catalogue/brochure, including selected titles from as early as 1984, to ensure that there is
at least one authoritative list of the most important publications produced by Canadian art museums
and public galleries over the past thirty years. It will be necessary to accept that all books are not created
equal, and first priority needs to be given to those that merit the most attention.
Such a project would be a reasonable extension of building the kind of bibliographic database of titles
that is fundamental to modern book distribution, which can be considered to be a reasonable expense in
relation to what CAMDO members are already investing in content, production and printing. There is a
direct cost involved in creating proper bibliographic records for every ISBN processed and the simplest
way to finance this project will be for institutions to pay a modest entry fee to participate and then a pertitle fee for all titles submitted.
Because CAMDO is an organization populated by key decision-makers in the Canadian art community,
it is an ideal vehicle for the timely development of various distribution and marketing initiatives that can
serve its membership well in the long run. Given the skill set of the current staff, CAMDO has an
immediate opportunity to provide new and effective services to its membership. By way of comparison,
over the past few years the Association of Canadian Publishers has experienced a 30% increase in
members, due largely to a collective project to help members take the giant step forward into the world
of e-book publishing. Similarly, the types of services described in this report could be seen as a new
foundation of demonstrated value to CAMDO members and a tool for organizational growth.
Finally, the recommendations made here are in line with CAMDO's mission and vision statements, they
are a starting point for resolving some very real marketing and distribution issues that are common to a
majority of CAMDO members.
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Summary of Recommendations
1. Bibliographic data — It is in the interest of all publishers, large and small, specialized and massmarket, to participate in the industry-standard book trade supply-chain.
a) It is recommended that CAMDO members take steps to ensure that their bibliographic data
is entered into the supply-chain, whether that is done individually, collectively through a service
developed and operated by CAMDO, or collectively through a private sector supplier.
b) It is recommended that CAMDO assist members to become knowledgeable and skilled in
bibliographic data handling, by, for example, arranging seminars, workshops, tutorials and by producing a
best-practices manual.
2. Promotion — There is a need to bring publications by CAMDO members to the attention of the
world and to ensure that they are consistently available for purchase no matter the supplier.
a) Virtually all CAMDO members would benefit from the creation of a coordinated website
listing their current publications and selected backlist titles. Such a site could be built using the same
bibliographic data entered into the book trade supply-chain. Such a site should list forthcoming titles,
recent releases, and active backlist from participating publishers. Search features should identify titles by
publisher, artist, category or genre, and possibly by distributor. Ideally the site would include a shopping
cart feature with fulfillment being executed by the individual publisher, their distributor or a central
fulfillment warehouse. The Distributed Art Publishers (D.A.P.) website (www.artbook.com) should be
studied and considered as a model.
b) It is recommended that CAMDO members consider participating in the Canadian
Bookshelf Project, which has the ambitious goal of including in a single website all professionally
published titles by Canadian authors. Bibliographic data as outlined in Recommendation 1 would be
essential to participation.
c) The same bibliographic data used to build a website or to participate in Canadian Bookshelf
is extendible into other media. It is recommended that consideration be given to producing digital and
printed book catalogues: a 32-page book catalogue/brochure, including selected titles from as early as
1984, to ensure that there is at least one authoritative list of the most important publications produced in
Canada in the past thirty years; an annual catalogue of new releases and selected back list titles; and
other sales and marketing tools.
d) Finally, it is recommended that sales representation by agents who specialize in art books be
further explored. With the proper tools (digital and print catalogues), sales agents may be able to help
ensure that publications are known to those who are most likely to stock and sell them.
3. Distribution — It is challenging to address the frustration many CAMDO members feel with respect
to distribution. There are no obvious, perfect solutions. However, given how widely expressed and
urgent these concerns are, it is essential that they be addressed:
a) It is recommended that CAMDO assist members is evaluating their existing distribution
arrangements and exploring alternatives, with particular attention being paid to matters such as
exclusivity, impacts on co-publication, and the potential for multiple non-exclusive agreements.
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b) Many members indicate that they have no problem fulfilling book orders themselves. It is
recommended that CAMDO assess the capacity of members to handle both retail and wholesale
invoicing and order-fulfillment in-house, and the willingness of retailers, especially the larger ones like
Chapters-Indigo, to deal directly with them rather than established distributors like University of Toronto
Press or collectives like LitDistCo. If demonstrated to be workable, CAMDO should support this
practice insofar as it is likely to be the most cost-effective solution for many members. Members should
in any case be encouraged and assisted to meet the industry standard of 48-hour order fulfillment.
4. General observations, suggestions — Publications are an essential part of art museum and public
gallery programs and therefore merit consistent attention, particularly when there are so many difficult
challenges and the publishing environment is rapidly evolving.
a) The overall approach to art publications and their relationship to audiences have been
identified by CAMDO members as being of interest and concern. It is suggested that CAMDO foster
an on-going conversation about the "content side" of publications among its members.
b) As was observed at the Quebec City CAMDO meeting, CAMDO members are interested
in discussing audiences and audience development. It is suggested that this conversation include
consideration for the role of publications: how exhibitions are documented both in electronic and print
forms.
c) There are many alternative ways of approaching and improving the website presence of art
publications, all of which are worth exploring further; to give only a few examples, improving individual
member's website treatments of publications, developing a publications listing section within the
CAMDO website, or affiliating with the RCAAQ's Art Now Bookstore in terms of web listings and
non-exclusive distribution.
d) Promotion of Canadian art publications by Canadian art magazines appears to be very
limited. It is worth considering what kind of incentives might be created for magazines such as Canadian
Art, Border Crossings, Esse or Vie Des Arts to place more emphasis on book reviews.
e) Participation in the Publications Exchange program appears to be inconsistent and its value
to members is less than clear. It could be assessed to see if it is working as well as possible.
f) Consideration should be given to building a database for members' use of book reviewers,
both traditional and online, to receive electronic news releases and information on how to request review
copies.
g) CAMDO should consider joining the Association of Canadian Publishers as a “supporting
member” so that it can relay developments in the publishing field on to CAMDO members on a regular
basis.
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Appendix A - A Brief Report on the Importance of Bibliographic Data in Book Marketing
Introduction
Critical to the current book distribution process for any publisher in Canada is the
capacity to deliver accurate bibliographic data into the international supply chain. With
the emergence of BookNet Canada in recent years we now have access to a sophisticated
means of delivering quality data and also measuring the sale of titles through a wide
range of active retailers.
This document is prepared as part of a research project commissioned by CAMDO to
review the current publishing practices of member art museums and public galleries. It is
prepared after a review of survey responses and interviews with member institutions.
Ultimately it is expected that the participating consultant will make some
recommendations or provide viable options that will facilitate members who wish to
improve their internal procedures or participate in a collective process to standardize a
means for CAMDO members to generate proper data files for all publications that they
wish to market beyond their own facility.
BookNet Canada and the Critical Role of Bibliographic Data in Book Distribution
The Canadian Bibliographic Standard is a set of standards developed by BookNet Canada
and the Canadian book industry for the minimum collection and dissemination of
bibliographic data.
The standard guidelines define current bibliographic data elements and clarifications to
help you understand who in the supply chain requires data, what is required with three
different levels of acceptable quality and the frequency with which updated data is
required.

Canadian Bibliographic Standard Levels
The Canadian Bibliographic Standard has three levels: Bronze, Silver and Gold. These
levels correspond to the three Certification levels that can be attained.
Bronze contains the minimum mandatory data required to trade in the supply chain to
ensure that titles are listed accurately by key bibliographic databases like Indigo,
BookManager and Bowker Books-in-Print.Silver
Silver contains the same data elements found at the Bronze level, but is transmitted
through ONIX 2.1. Data elements included in the Silver level of the standard represent a
minimum amount of bibliographic data publishers and distributors need to store and
transfer when trading in ONIX. Silver level files can be created by using the BNC ONIX
Converter to convert the Bronze Template to an ONIX file.

Gold contains all Silver requirements plus additional marketing information such as
cover image, set and edition details, number of pages and reviews or descriptive text.
Gold level files can be created by using the BNC ONIX Converter to convert the Bronze
Template to an ONIX file.

What is ONIX?
ONIX (ONline Information eXchange) is a universal, international format enabling all
publishers to exchange information about books. ONIX is a standard format or
"language" that publishers need to use when distributing electronic information about
books to wholesale, e-tail and retail booksellers, other publishers, and any other supply
chain partner involved in the production, review or sale of books.
ONIX is not a database and you don't have to change your database in order to use it.
Don't be worried by the acronym: it isn't a programming language and it can't "do"
anything. It just describes. It's a file format for the delivery of book information.
You could also send this information via Excel spreadsheet, Delimited ASCII (tab or
comma, with our without headings), Fixed width, HTML, Word, QuarkXpress, email
message or hard copy, but ONIX is the preferred method.

ONIX Makes It Easier to Sell Books
Take a browse through any of the major online bookstores and you'll notice that some
books have cover art, descriptions, review and other information (known as metadata),
and others list nothing but the title, author and price. Metadata plays a large role in online
book sales (titles with metadata outsell those without, eight to one) so it is in the best
interest of both bookstores and publishers to include metadata for as many titles as
possible.
Online retail's emergence as a popular new channel for buying books, albeit one that
lacks the opportunity to physically pick up and browse a jacket cover, has been a key
driver in the creation of ONIX. Books are promoted through written text on a web page.
Getting this data about each book from publishers to booksellers proved complicated,
especially as major industry retail databases used different format preferences for
receiving bibliographic data. A standard format was, therefore, agreed upon as the
optimum way for publishers to format and exchange their book information.
The major booksellers and distributors have moved towards this standardized format for
bibliographic data, so that wholesalers, retailers and other suppliers can accept
information that is transferred electronically in the ONIX format. The fact that publishers
can create one file to push to all aspects of the supply chain means their bibliographic
data is going to be represented.

The ONIX Message
The ONIX standard defines both a list of data fields about a publication and how to send
that data in an ONIX message. ONIX specifies and defines the data elements so that
everyone can be sure they're referring to the same thing. Publishers can use as many or as
few of the data elements they wish to record and transmit. These are not just limited to
facts and figures and textual description: multimedia files, such as images and audio files
are becoming increasingly important as ways of encouraging sales and enriching the
record.
The ONIX message is a set of data elements defined by tags written in XML (eXtensible
Markup Language). This conforms with a DTD (Document Type Definition) which
defines, among other things, how to order the data elements and how the elements are
interrelated.

How does ONIX actually work?
ONIX is a common language of terms and definitions, which describe the data fields
needed to express the rich information publishers and retailers require. The standard is
released once every few years so supporting code lists are constantly evolving.
It is also a standardized means of electronic delivery that uses recognizable XML tags for
each data element. You can choose to use long tags (which are descriptive) or short tags
(which aren't). ONIX uses a series of 148 data elements to describe book information.
The data elements are simple identifiers enclosed in angle brackets. For example, the tag
is used to indicate an ISBN, while identifies the title.
Of the 148 elements, 42 are designated as the kernel - the bare minimum that every
publisher should supply about every book, though not all the kernel elements will apply
to every book, and many of the non-kernel elements are very desirable to include as well.
While it might sound complex, in reality ONIX is a simple format for even small
publishers with limited budgets. ONIX-formatted files can be created with something as
simple as a basic text editor or Microsoft's free XML Notepad or Simple Text.
The ONIX Document Type Definition (DTD) contains in its entirety over 230 data
elements and composite elements, organized into 38 groups. Of these groups, 25 relate to
product records, 6 to main series records and 7 to sub-series records.

Creating and Transferring ONIX Files
First, organize your book data into ONIX-specified fields and store it in a database. This
can be done by using the BNC Bronze Template. Then, use the BNC ONIX Converter to
organize and tag that data, thus creating an ONIX file. (See BookNet website.)
The simplest way to transfer your data is via the Internet by way of an email attachment
or FTP (file transfer protocol). First time submissions which contain an imprint or
publisher name and new code may also need to be accompanied by an Excel or text file
that lists the imprint or publisher's name and corresponding code. This will ensure that
the codes are associated with the correct buying channels for purchasing. The retailer or
distributor verifies the data and then translates it into the information you see on a web
page.
Introducing a New Service Taking Shape in Canada - BiblioShare
How do you give your books the best shot at being found, sold and re-ordered? Without
good bibliographic data, the best marketing in the world won't help retailers and libraries
find out where and how to order your titles. That's why BookNet Canada has created
BNC BiblioShare.
BNC BiblioShare allows you to quality-test your bibliographic files, share them with
wholesalers, aggregators and retailers and automatically be notified when your
information is picked up.
BNC BiblioShare helps publishers and wholesalers have a more informed and
collaborative relationship, making it easier to stock, supply and promote Canadian titles.
Wholesalers receive a consolidated, error-checked and regularly updated feed of ONIX
data that helps their clients buy from Canadian publishers. BNC BiblioShare will help
provide access to underserved groups that support Canadian publishing.
With BNC BiblioShare the focus of Bibliographic Certification is on data quality and
making the most of ONIX. Every file gets an automated report that isolates problems like
missing information, invalid ISBNs and adds suggestions for following Best Practices.
ONIX files are automatically vetted by Biblioshare software to help find any data quality
problems and then let aggregators and retailers have the best possible data.
Authorized data recipients then receive a message when the provider’s new files are
accepted and you'll get updates when they download the updates. You'll be able to see
when and how often your files are being picked up in automated web-based reports.
Conclusion
The next issue to address is the complexity of order fulfillment.

Appendix B

We can improve the discoverability of Canadian books by aggregating rich information about them
within a search-optimized web platform. This would represent a unique, authoritative resource that
could provide genuine value to consumers, librarians, educators, authors, booksellers, and publishers.
Canadian Bookshelf will be a community-based discovery platform for Canadian books and the
authoritative resource for Canadian-authored titles. The platform will be enabled by the Canadian
publishing industry’s significant investments in improving bibliographic data. It will have the
overarching goal of increasing the visibility of Canadian books as well as the ease with which
Canadian titles can be discovered and acquired.

Figure 1. The Bookshelf homepage.

The Bookshelf model does not rely only on users coming directly to the site to interact with the
various features and content found there. Rather, our intention is to allow users to encounter and use
Bookshelf content on other major web platforms, and/or through content distributed from the site
in the form of data feeds, widgets, or more extensive integration with related sites.
In short, users will be able to integrate Bookshelf content and features into as much of their online
experience as possible. For example, the sharing functions on the site support the sharing of links for
recommended titles. These functions will be integrated with major social media platforms such as
Twitter and Facebook.

Figure 2. An individual title listing on Canadian Bookshelf
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The features and functionality on the Bookshelf platform will be guided by the following operating
guidelines:
•

The platform will include only Canadian-authored titles, whether published by a Canadianowned or multinational press. We will apply the Department of Canadian Heritage’s
definition of Canadian authorship for purposes of determining whether or not a title should
be listed. According to this definition, a Canadian author is one “who is a Canadian citizen
ordinarily resident in Canada or a permanent resident.”

•

The site will accommodate both print and digital editions. Only titles available for sale will
be listed.

•

The primary purpose of the platform is to support increased discoverability and marketing
of Canadian books. Accordingly, we will not attempt to process or fulfill sales transactions
from the platform. Instead, we will refer users to retailers and other vendors to order via
direct links from the site. The referral options will include Amazon, Indigo, and independent
bookstores as well as the book publisher (in cases where the publisher supports direct sales
from its website).

•

The platform will be standards-based, beginning with the use of the standardized data file
and incorporating other data and web publishing standards as appropriate.

•

Bookshelf will incorporate specialized content and title listings targeted for specific user
groups. This customized content will initially include specialized book content for librarians
and a distinct set of publisher-supported title listings for screen producers. Branded on the
site as “Book to Screen” listings, these books will be selected by their publishers for their
potential for film or television adaption and/or as properties suitable for production for
mobile or web platforms.

The platform will launch in private beta during the summer of 2010 and will have its initial
public release in fall 2010. For a beta invite and/or to receive ongoing project updates, please
email hello@canadianbookshelf.com.
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Appendix C
List of interviewees, list of survey respondents, and digested survey results
In person interviews:
Karen Love, Vancouver Art Gallery
Greg Bellerby and Kathy Slade, Charles H. Scott Gallery
Reid Shier, Presentation House
Ann Davis, Nickle Art Museum
Melanie Kjorlien and Kirstin Evendon, Glenbow Art Museum
Wayne Baerwaldt, Illingworth Kerr Gallery
Telephone interviews:
Janet Brooke, Agnes Etherington Art Centre
Philip Monk, Art Gallery of York University
Peter Dykuis, Dalhousie Art Gallery
Brian Meehan, Museum | London
Jon Tupper, Art Gallery of Greater Victoria
List of survey respondents:
Art Gallery of Calgary
Musee d'art de Joliette
AG of Greater Victoria
AG of Hamilton
Agnes Etherington AC
AGYU
UBC Morris and Helen Belkin AG
Carleton University AG
Contemporary AG
Dalhousie AG
Glenbow
Justina Barnicke Gallery
Kamloops AG
Kenderdine AG (U of Sask)
U of Lethbridge AG
McMaster Art Museum

MOCCA
Moose Jaw Museum & AG
MacDonald Stewart Art Centre
Museum | London
National Gallery of Canada
Nickle Arts Museum
Oakvile AG
Ottawa AG
Robert McLaughlin AG
Rodman Hall AG
Simon Fraser U AG
St. Mary's University AG
The Rooms Provincial AG
Vancouver AG
Varley AG

Survey results
Below are results digested from an informal and preliminary survey of members conducted by email in
February-March-April, 2010. There were 31 respondents.
1. How many books did you publish in the past year?
2. In the past five years?
6. How many books do you expect to publish in the next two years?

Institution operating budget

No. of books/repondents

Average

1. $250,000 - $300,000
2. $300,001 - $400,000
3. $400,001 - $500,000
4. $500,001 - $700,000
5. $700,001 - $800,000
6. $800,001 - $900,000
7. $900,001 - $1,000,000
8. $1,000,001 - $5,000,000
9. Over $5,000,000

5 books/3 members
16 books/3 members
6 books/2 members
33 books/7 members
5 books / 1 member
12 books/2 members
12 books/5 members
19 books/5 members
22 books/3 members

1.6
5
3
4.6
5
6
2.4
3.8
7.3

Average no. of books produced:
Average no. produced per year for the last five years
Average no. anticipated per year for next two years

4.2
3.6
3.6

3. Please indicate what type of books these were by relative percentages, e.g. exhibition
catalogues / monographs / anthologies / etc.
4. What percentage of your titles are related specifically to exhibitions?
Members reported that 100% of their publications are related to exhibitions.
5. Of those related specifically to exhibitions, what percentage related to exhibitions of new
work vs. works from your permanent collection?
The majority of publications relate to contemporary work not in the gallery's collection.
7. What is your typical budget for a book? (feel free to cite more than one example if producing
different types of books)

Type of publication

low average

high average

brochure, informal catalogue, chap book
small catalogue, artist's book <100 pp, softbound
catalogue, anthology, 100-288 pp, hardbound
display-type book, 160+ pp, oversize, hardbound
overall average (all categories)

2000
5000
10,000
28,000
8000

5000
10,000
28,000
60,000
38,000

8. What is your typical press run for a book? (feel free to cite more than one example if
producing different types of books)

Type of publication

low

high

small catalogue, chap book
small catalogue or book <100 pp, softbound
catalogue, anthology, 100-160 pp, hardbound
display-type book, 160+ pp, oversize, hardbound

200
500
700
1000

500
700
1200
3500

Average

750

1300

9. How much do you spend each year on publishing and publishing-related activity?
Responses were not consistent enough to be able to calculate average cost of publishing programs
because some members included staff time and facilities cost whereas most provided the sum of the
production costs of all the books produced that year.

10. What would you estimate to be your average return on a book?
Responses were not consistent enough to calculate an average. Some members indicated modest return
percentages as low as 5, 10 or 25% of cost while others indicated in dollars returns from 0 to several
thousands per title.

11. Have you done, or do you intend to do, any publications in new media formats; eBooks, Print
On Demand or other formats?
This question was too broadly stated to provide more than a general impression of experience and
interest in new media publishing tools and formats. Responses showed that some members are
experimenting and that there is definite interest, but also that some feel there are obstacles to moving
forward in this area.

audio CDs in catalogues
web-based catalogues, HTML or PDF
Print On Demand
interested in doing digital publishing in future
no experience or have reservations

2
4
4
21
10

12. Do you have an ISBN number and do you apply it to all your books?
Almost all members use ISBNs. A few without experience indicated they would like to know how.
13. Do you market books beyond your own facility?
Most members responded "yes" to this question but not enough detail was provided by way of
comments or explanation to characterize how or where.
14. If yes, how and to what markets? (see below)
15. Are you interested in changing or expanding your distribution?
Most members would like to improve their distribution. A few were satisfied with their current
arrangements while others were expressive that this is a high priority for them.

ABC Art Books Canada
other distributor (D.A.P., RAM, university press)
through co-publication with others who have distribution
self (publications exchange, sales direct to institutions)
Total respondents

11
7
3
10
31

16. Have you collaborated on any publishing projects with another art gallery or trade
publisher? If so, please describe one or more examples.
Members indicated experience with co-publication in more than one area. Additional comments clearly
indicated that co-publication is very important to them and they would like to do more of it, particularly
with other CAMDO members.

with CAMDO members, other galleries
with trade publishers
with university presses or departments
international (with galleries or publishers)

26
5
4
3

Appendix D — A Sampling of Website Treatment of Existing Publications
The following comments on individual sites are provided largely to show the contrast in the emphasis or
lack of emphasis that CAMDO members currently place on marketing their publications through their
website. Some make no memtion of their publications at all, even failing to direct interested parties to
their distributor if they have one. Of course budget constraints, varying priorities and operational
philosophies impact website design and the following comments are provided solely to help members
grasp the challenges of creating a strong website for online publication marketing.
Agnes Etherington Art Centre – Front page of web site has a direct link to a publications page. There
are covers, full specifications including ISBNs and in most cases a brief description of content. Potential
retailers and library buyers are referred to the gallery distributor while individuals are invited to order via
email.
Art Gallery of York University - A limited number of published titles seem to be available for purchase
and a few link to a US distributor where Canadian prices are 15% higher, a no-no with today’s Canadian
consumers. There is a shopping cart feature but some page links appear defective. Site has interesting
features but publication links and marketing of publications is inconsistent.
Dalhousie Art Gallery – There are 15 summaries of 8-36 page brochures published between 2002 and
2004, all priced below eight dollars and not showing an ISBN number. A few have sold out. Over 100
other brochures and catalogues dating back to 1970 are archived and may be copied for research
purposes. A further 14 publications are listed as “recent” or post 2004 but with no detail other than title.
Of these, five had a retail price above ten dollars. While the website documents both current and past
exhibits there is no apparent link to assist in the purchase or provide further detail on publications of the
past six years. Mail order with prepayment can be sent to the gallery and institutions are directed to the
website of distributor ABC Art books. There have been 18 publications in the past five years.
Glenbow Museum – Publications are broken into three prominent categories (Art, First Nations,
Western/History) with 14, 8, and 12 titles respectively. Of the 34 listed there were apparently no cover
images available for nine books. All titles listed price, ISBN, size specifications and most recent titles had
page counts. Books may be ordered by phone, fax, a print-and-mail order form or visiting the gallery
shop. There is no indication re co-publications and the Glenbow is currently moving away from exclusive
distribution to individual title distribution.
Museum London – The museum has published 33 titles in the past five years, all related to exhibitions
and nine were co-published for travelling shows. However they have no presence on the current website
or is there access to gift shop content. It appears that the only way to determine what has been
published would be to query via email or visit the gallery. Print runs from 500-2000 are normal.
National Gallery of Canada – This is one of the more complete sites for marketing publications although
one has to find their way into the shop to get details. There are 11 new titles and over 50 backlist titles in
two categories to choose from. Multi-title pages feature price and viewers can click through to full page
fairly complete detail on all titles. There is a shopping cart feature for convenient online purchases.
Other than as addendums to two 2009 press releases the site seems to have removed any references or
links to a distributor and there is no guidance as to how libraries or retailers might buy books.

Plug-In Institute of Contemporary – Art features 29 titles that it has published or now distributes in a
website environment with a built-in shopping cart feature. Shoppers are taken to individual pages where
full description, option to email page, and a buy option are presented. This is one of the more efficient
and functional purchase options available among CAMDO members. They co-publish with a British
partner and recently the Banff Centre.
Presentation House Gallery – The website provides a very simple but effective way re review and order
books. Spartan at best, the order pages are isolated into groupings of new books, PHG publications, and
all titles available, including over 60 PHG titles. Each line is live to a full title information page that
includes cover, price, page count and description. There are no ISBNs and books can be ordered by
email or phone. Titles date back up to 25 years and one-third of titles retail for under ten dollars.
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery – While the gallery has published 38 exhibition catalogues in the past
five years, there is no detail on the site other than under the library section where it says that publications
can be purchased through the shop or library. There is an address and link to the distributor website.
Vancouver Art Gallery – Over the past six years has averaged 6 publications per year ranging from 5
titles over two years to 10 titles in a single year. About 30% included a co-pub edition with a Canadian
trade publisher and about half are brochures and catalogues published specifically for the VAG exhibit.
In recent years there have been more co-publication with travelling shows, both with Canadian partners
and international museums The website listings show no ISBN, no prices and no book specifications
other than page count. A very limited link indicates that visitors may purchase some gallery publications
in the gift shop.
Winnipeg Art Gallery – Like some other sites WAG does a pretty good job of hiding their publications
three clicks into the site. I observed a number of sites that tie their publications directly to their gallery
retail shop. In the case of WAG, once you find the publications, the imagery is very attractive with
covers and price of 17 recent titles but no ISBN, content description or specifications. The single page
directs reailer and libraries to contact their distributor, ABC Art Books for purchase information.

Appendix E — Collective Participation in a CAMDO online marketing project.
Because of the current disparity of content on member sites, it is recommended that a preliminary
business model be developed by the CAMDO office to define the planned title parameters that would
appear in a group catalogue. Participation should be voluntary so that only those members interested in
the marketing project would make a small project investment to participate in the startup. All future
entrants would pay a modest entry fee. For example, if all participants paid a base amount of $200 and
CAMDO was able to secure 30 participants, $6,000 would be raised which could possibly be matched
by grant dollars.
Position in the catalogue could either be alphabetical, ordered by publisher and by title within
each publisher section, or by a two phase process where new and recent titles are featured 1-4 titles per
page and backlist 4-12 per page. Participation cost per title should be calculated on design and
production costs, relative to size, layout and print run if a hardcopy version is to be printed. A "premium"
cost structure, offering premium position for an additional fee, could be considered.
For reference purposes, www.booksbc.ca is a good example of an online book listing: follow
links to Resources and Teacher-Librarian to find four virtual catalogues of Canadian content. As a
guideline for budget purposes, the Aboriginal title catalogues at this site have a budget of just over
$10,000 for layout, design and printing of 15,000 32-page hard copies on eco-friendly paper stock plus
creation of a virtual catalogue for the website. This is the fifth such catalogue and their production
procedures are somewhat standardized now, so a budget of $12-15,000 for the first similar CAMDO
project would be reasonable.
Another useful example is www.atlanticpublishers.ca. Search for "2010 summer reading guide"
to then download a PDF file of their 32-page catalogue, which is more consumer oriented than the
ABPBC catalogue.
Each gallery participant should receive a set number of the catalogues to provide to their own
memberships or offer to customers in their gallery shops.
It is recommended that the catalogue be part of the CAMDO website. The catalogue would
then not only enhance Canada-wide awareness of member publications but also draw new audiences to
the CAMDO website.
Of course links to a CAMDO catalogue could be built into all participant web sites to common
advantage.
In creating a database of available titles, a third optional element might simply list title, ISBN
and price with a link back to the publisher website.
The cost per title to participate could be structured to have three levels (e.g. "basic" for
alphabetical listing; "new releases" to include books in a front section, and "premium" for specially
highlighted titles. submission deadlines would need to be set and strictly adhered to.
Policies would have to be established to deal with the increasing number of titles accumulating
over time (potentially thousands of titles). For example, if members participate in Canadian Bookshelf, it
may make sense to use it for full backlists, provide links on the CAMDO site, and use the CAMDO site
for more recent publications only.
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Source: The data was provided in the application forms submitted to the Canada Council for the Arts by applicants to the
Assistance to Art Museums and Public Galleries operating program between 1998-99 and 2009-10. Fiscal year 2003-04 was
omitted since the information for that year was incomplete.

We therefore interpret the rise in "number of catalogues published" since 2007-08 (shown in the tables below) as a reflection of
this increase in collaborative publishing rather than a real increase in individual publications produced.

We have no way of looking into data duplication but we observe that since 2007-08, due to the challenging economy, many
organizations have made cuts to their publication budget. However, to continue producing quality exhibition catalogues, copublication between two, and sometimes three partner organizations, is on the rise.

The data included below is strictly quantitative in nature.
Organizations were asked to provide the number of individual catalogues (contemporary art only) they had published in a given
year. Organizations that participated financially in co-publication projects included those catalogues in their statistics.
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2005‐06

> 5 million

Total

University Art Galleries

< 1 million

1‐5 million

> 5 million

Note: For the purpose of this exercise,
University Art Galleries form a separate
group. Their numbers are not duplicated in
the budget category columns.
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Number of catalogues published according to size of operating budget.
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